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Article

Employee Satisfaction in Labor-Owned and Managed Workplaces: Helping Climate and Participation Spillover to Non-Owners

Renée De Reuver 1,*, Brigitte Kroon 1, Damian Madinabeitia Olabarria 2 and Unai Elorza Iñurritegui 2

Abstract: In contrast to shareholder-owned organizations, worker-owned cooperative organizations foster employee wellbeing such as employee satisfaction as an important outcome by itself. Due to expansions and economic fluctuations, larger worker-owned cooperations nowadays use mixtures of employment contracts resulting in varying shares of co-owners, contracted and temporary employees in workplaces. In the current paper, we research if this situation challenges the moral commitment of worker cooperatives to their employees, which derive from the cooperative philosophy on corporate responsibility. Where previous research contrasted employee wellbeing in worker cooperatives with shareholder owner organizations, this paper describes how various shares of co-owners in workplaces change mediating processes of helping climate and workplace participation and ultimately result in different levels of employee satisfaction. Archival data combined with survey data of 5907 employees in 99 hypermarkets were tested with multivariate analyses, and indicated that the helping climate and workplace participation positively mediated the association between the share of co-owners in hypermarkets and employee satisfaction. The findings imply that traditional worker-owned cooperatives, where a majority of all workers are owners, had more success in fostering cooperative values as a strategic outcome.
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1. Introduction

Although employees are important stakeholders to organizations, their wellbeing is often only instrumental to achieve shareholder value. In alternative organizational forms such as worker-owned cooperative organizations, employee wellbeing, such as employee satisfaction, is an important goal by itself [1]. Employee co-operatives are labor owned and managed organizations, in which organizational resources and capabilities are put towards the pursuit of employee-owners’ common interests by means of institutionalized democratic processes [2]. The combination of financial ownership and democratic participation in management induces a long-term employee interest with the organization, resulting in positive attitudes such as employee involvement and satisfaction [3], and organizational performance [4,5].

International expansion and economic crises have lead employee-owned and managed organizations to become cautious about inviting new employee owners. To allow for workforce flexibility and faster expansion, larger cooperatives have been diversifying their employment strategies [6]. Today, employment arrangements in cooperative workplaces include waged labor and temporary contracts. In fact, under the umbrella of a co-operation such as Mondragon, workplaces have either full employee-ownership, ownership combined with a rink of waged and temporary workers, or solely waged...
and temporary workers. This situation challenges values of worker cooperatives such as self-help, democracy, and solidarity, which derive from the cooperative philosophy on corporate responsibility that stretches beyond the co-owners self-interest to the care for costumers and the wider local community [7]. However, employees in the flexible rink of a cooperative workplace enjoy less protection and employment benefits as compared to employee owners, a situation that is economically justified but clashes with cooperatives' business ethics and corporate social responsibility [8]. The question is whether cooperative values can extend to workplaces with fewer or no employee-owners, and whether the same levels of employee satisfaction can exist in those workplaces.

Theoretical underpinning for this question turns our view to the group process literature. Building on workplace participation processes that generate satisfaction in employee-owned workplaces in general [9], we argue that some positive spillover will generate satisfaction for all employees, even when not all employees are owners, due to group processes that evoke positive social contagion [10], social learning [11] and social identity [12]. When small rates of waged and temporary employees work alongside a majority of employee-owners, the positive emotions can spill over to the entire workplace, but this effect may disappear at increasing rates of waged and temporary employees.

Workplace involvement includes engagement of employees in proactivity promoting behaviors in the workplace such as helping behavior and workplace participation [13]. Employee-ownership boosts workplace involvement, by (i) contributing to the formation of a helping climate in the workplace; in which employees support each other in day-to-day operational issues, and by (ii) facilitating workplace participation in idea sharing and making suggestions for improvement in the workplace [13,14]. In turn, these processes contribute to more satisfied employees in the workplace [15,16]. Employee satisfaction will benefit not only employees, but also the company because it increase the identification with company goals, the loyalty to the organization and the engagement in the work [17].

To our knowledge, there is no research taking a group dynamics view on the effects of workforce flexibility in labor-owned and managed workplaces and employee satisfaction. Authors such as Kasmir [8] warn that owners derive a favorite position at the expense of non-owners, which suggests a polarization in the workplace rather than spillover. On the other hand, it can be expected that cooperative company values stimulate a work culture that spills over to non-owners, and, consequently, create more job satisfaction to all employees. Qualitative evidence of initiatives to include temporary workers as good as can supports this line of reasoning [6]. However, the testing of group dynamic processes that explain potential spillover effects of employee ownership and its outcomes has been suggested but not been yet performed [18]. In this paper, we contribute to this gap by examining group processes of helping behavior and workplace participation in a sample of 99 cooperative workplaces with varying proportions of employee owners and waged or temporary employees. A workplace is an interdependent group of individuals working together in one location and who share a collective responsibility towards a performance output. In labor-owned and managed organizations where responsibility for decision-making are delegated at workplace level, this is the appropriate level of analysis. Following group dynamic theories such as emotional contagion [19], social cognition theory [20] and social identity theory [21], we can expect that when employees in workplaces work together, communicate and achieve results interactively, they influence each other in how they feel and behave. Reciprocal social interactions in workplaces result in shared attitudes and behaviors, which become a feature of the workplace [22].

Previously, effects of employee co-ownership have been studied at either on the organization level in contrast with capitalist organizations [23], or at the employee level and related to individual outcomes [24]. Research at the workplace adds to understanding group processes associated with changing proportions of employee co-ownership in workplaces.
1.1. Labor-Managed Co-Operatives and Employee Satisfaction

Employee satisfaction is an intrinsic goal of employee owned-and-managed organizations, and considered equally important as other performance goals. In this section, we briefly explain the nature of employee-owned and managed cooperatives, before we explain how the proportion of owners and flexible workers can erode workplace satisfaction. In alignment with Locke’s definition of individual job satisfaction [25], workplace satisfaction is defined as a shared positive emotional state resulting of the appraisal of job experiences in the workplace. Before theorizing the development of shared satisfaction in workplaces, this section presents the theory that explains how employees’ partaking in the ownership and management of the organization contributes to job satisfaction.

Employees’ partaking in employee-owned cooperatives exists of financial ownership and governance representation [4]. Financial ownership is regulated by for example collective incentive arrangements for profit sharing. Co-owners can exert influence through systems of representation, such as the election of representatives to governing councils, or inclusion of employee representatives on the organization’s board of directors [26]. Financial and governance involvement compose a bundle of co-ownership arrangements that shapes the basic rights of employee-owners [4]. Employee co-operatives institutionalize rights of employees as stakeholders of the organization. Due to expansions and economic crises, larger cooperatives also hire waged and temporary employees, who do not share in the financial gains of the organization, have limited say in the institutional governance of the workplace, and have lower job security [27].

Our first hypothesis builds on the assumption that co-ownership generally brings positive outcomes for individual workers [28,29]. Employee-owners contribute relatively small amounts of money to join the co-operative, and in return, they have control over the organization, employment security and incomes that are tied to the performance of the organization. A sense of control and security is crucial for generating satisfaction at work [30,31]. In result, this holds that employee-owners will have better conditions to experience job satisfaction as compared to waged and temporary employees. Since the jobs of waged and temporary employees are less secure [6], and allow for less to no democratic rights [8], waged and temporary employees will be less satisfied. If workplaces are viewed as a sum of individual employees, it can be expected that this reflect in the level of workplace satisfaction, such that workplaces with a larger share of co-owners will report higher levels of workplace satisfaction.

Hypothesis 1. The share of co-owners is positively associated with workplace satisfaction.

However, workplaces outcomes are not just the sum of all individual outcomes. To understand the effects of different shares of co-owners, waged and temporary employees on workplace satisfaction, we need to include group dynamics processes.

1.2. The Share of Co-Owners and Collective Proactively Promoting Behaviors in the Workplace

Workplaces generate all kinds of group dynamics. Employees doing comparable work in a similar environment who frequently interact are aware of their mutual situation, and they will perceive and evaluate their work experiences in a similar way. Consequently, they will form work attitudes and behavior that are aligned with their coworkers [19,22].

In workplaces with only employee-owners, a particular group dynamic related to the ownership structure will develop. Formal employee co-ownership encourages employee-owners to experience psychological ownership of the organization [29], i.e., to perceive the co-operative organization as part of their extended selves. Such psychological ownership develops because it fulfills innate needs for self-identity, efficacy and motivation, and having a place to belong [32]. When experiencing such psychological ownership, employee-owners feel a bond with the organization, and this bond is expected to manifest itself in positive attitudes and behaviors, such as helping behavior [33,34].
Employees that work in a group that socially interact and are exposed to the same structures, processes and behaviors develop a workplace climate [35,36]. In a cooperative workplace where employee-owners work together, a facet-specific work helping climate develops through the shared values of the cooperative, where helping each other is accepted and expected [15,37].

When workplaces exist of large shares employee-owners and small shares of waged or temporary employees, positive promoting behavior will still happen, due to processes of emotional contagion [10,19] and social learning [11]. In workplaces with a majority of employee owners, the dominant behavioral norm will be ‘helping each other’, because that is at the core of the cooperative values. Through social interaction, employee-owners will induce a positive emotional contagion existing of psychological ownership resulting in more helping behavior [10,19]. In addition, role modelling by employee-owners by showing proactive helping behavior provides social learning to non-owners who will mimic the dominant group behavior. This will build and preserve a supportive and cooperative work setting [11,22].

However, in workplaces with a mixed composition, or a majority of waged and temporary employees, a number of issues threaten these positive group dynamics. In mixed groups with smaller shares of employee-owners, it is more difficult for the employee owners to interact with all non-owners, which reduces the chance of social learning and social influence. The group of owners in mixed workplaces becomes too small to spread the positive emotions associated with ownership. Moreover, mixed groups can lead to in-group and outgroup formation, which can lead to feelings of exclusion and dissatisfaction [12,38]. Non-owners may feel excluded and dissatisfied, because of perceived privileges of a small group of owners. This sub-group formation will hinder social learning form outgroups, and lead non-owners to feel a lesser bond with the organization and it cooperative values, and consequently, to engage in helping behavior. To demonstrate emotional contagion of a helping behavior from employee owners to waged and temporary workers, we propose that non-owners’ perception of collective helping behavior in the workplace relates to the proportion of owners in their workplace.

**Hypothesis 2a (H2a).** Non-co-owners in the workplace perceive more collective helping behavior in workplaces with larger shares of co-owners.

**Hypothesis 2b (H2b).** The shares of co-owners is positively associated with the level of helping climate.

For workplaces as a whole, this will lead to a positive association between the proportion of co-owners and the helping climate in a workplace.

In addition to encouraging helping behavior, psychologically experienced ownership elicits expectations with regard to rights on information and participation in decision-making [18,29,32]. Given that, group-level climates at work have a particularly strong effect on the behavior of the group [35] we suggest that the combination of participation expectations with a strong helping climate leads to more active and responsible collective participation behavior in the workplace. Workplace participation is defined, as “shared promoting behaviors aimed at improving the work and work conditions” [13] (p. 109). In particular, it is likely that more workers will speak up when they believe that others support their position, as will be the case in a strong helping climate [16,39]. Accordingly, we hypothesize:

**Hypothesis 3.** The level of helping climate is positively associated with workplace participation.

1.3. Workplace Participation and Collective Worker Satisfaction

Employee participation in decision-making is a central feature of High Performance and High Involvement Work Systems (HIWS) [40]. Engaging in workplace participation provides employees with the opportunity to participate in diagnosing and resolving prob-
lems related to workplace issues, but also to relate to more strategic and organization-wide issues, which will lead to management decisions that are supported by employees [41]. Workplace participation is an important condition for employee satisfaction, because it provides employees with valuable resources allowing them to feel empowered [42], to feel enabled in achieving work goals [43]. According to the social exchange theory and its extensions [44–46], employees are likely to reciprocate these advantages by developing higher levels of satisfaction. Research evidence confirms that participation is beneficial for individual employee satisfaction [16,47], as well as for group level satisfaction [31].

Based on these arguments, we propose:

**Hypothesis 4.** Workplace participation is positively associated with workplace worker satisfaction.

In sum, the share of co-owners in a workplace is expected to positively influence workplace worker satisfaction. This relationship is explained through social processes within the workplace. A larger share of co-owners in a workplace induces specific social dynamics—and particularly, a helping climate—that create a stimulating environment for providing ideas for improvement. As a result, the quality of managerial decisions is enhanced, which contributes to satisfaction in the workplace. Previous research confirmed a positive mediated process for employee ownership to job satisfaction at the level of individual employees, mediated by perceived participation [16]. Following the logic of group dynamics described earlier, we propose that a helping climate and workplace participation sequentially mediate the relationship between the share of co-owners and workplace satisfaction. Accordingly, we hypothesize:

**Hypothesis 5.** The indirect association between share of co-owners and workplace worker satisfaction will be sequentially mediated by the levels of helping climate and workplace participation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample and Procedure

The data for this research were obtained in 2011 from one of the businesses of a large co-operative retail chain in Spain. This specific business consists of 105 hypermarkets (large shops selling food and non-food products), which collectively employ around 10,000 people (one-fourth of all employees of the whole retail chain) [2,48]. Co-owners of the company participate financially in the organization (full collective financial co-ownership) [4]. In order to become a co-owner, workers have to pay an entrance fee. Alongside their monthly wages, co-owners receive dividends corresponding to their share in the profits or losses of the organization [48]. The enactment of co-ownership within the co-operative is organized in a system of representatives, who are elected to the co-operative’s governing bodies on the principle of ‘one member, one vote’. The central governing council (at the level of the retail chain) exists of employee representatives and consumer representatives (50% each), whom do employee co-owners and consumer members at the general assembly elect, respectively. The governing council appoints the general manager, who in turn appoints the managing directors of the hypermarkets. Co-owners also choose representatives for their own hypermarket. These representatives are responsible for social issues within the hypermarket and discuss day-to-day operations with the manager of the hypermarket on a monthly base.

All employees of the group of hypermarkets were asked to complete a questionnaire with confidentiality guaranteed by the researchers. Respondents were informed in general terms that the goal of the study was to examine diverse issues in the workplace, and best practices. The survey took place at the workplace during working hours. At the time of administering the survey, we also obtained administrative data from each hypermarket to determine how many of its employees also were co-owners. After a period of two weeks, the questionnaires were collected from each hypermarket and sent to an external company
to be digitized. This company subsequently provided us with an Excel file containing all the responses for each hypermarket.

Survey data of 6091 co-owners and contract employees of all 105 hypermarkets were collected to measure helping climate, workplace participation, and workplace worker satisfaction. We excluded 184 observations from the analyses due to missing values on the co-ownership, resulting in a sample comprising 5907 respondents working in 99 different hypermarkets (response rate 59%). On average, 60 respondents per hypermarket were included in the study (range 21–148). The share of co-owners per hypermarket ranged from none (no co-owners) to all (only co-owners). Among respondents, 72% were co-owners of the co-operative and 28% were contract employees (15% with a fixed contract and 13% with a temporary contract); 20% of the employees were male, 64% had tenure between 3 and 15 years, and almost 9% held an operational management position.

2.2. Measures

The survey data contained a number of items that were assessed at the individual level. Because we were interested in within-group agreement (helping climate, workplace participation and workplace worker satisfaction in each hypermarket), for each variable, we calculated within-group agreement (r wg) to justify aggregating the individual scores to the group level [49]. As suggested by James [50] we use a cutoff value of 0.70. We also estimated group-level internal consistencies by using the average item score per group [51]. In addition, we calculated intra-class correlations (ICCs), and tested whether average scores differed significantly across the different hypermarkets (indicated by F values); ICC1 denotes the individual-level variance that can be explained by group membership, and ICC2 denotes the reliability of group means [52]. The recommended cutoff value for ICC2 is 0.60 [53]. Taken together, these agreement statistics empirically justify examining this construct at the workplace.

Collective helping behavior and helping climate. We used the same measure to assess collective helping behavior (individual participants’ perceptions) as well as helping climate (group-level perceptions, i.e., the shared perceptions of co-workers working in the same hypermarket) regarding the shared affiliative and cooperative behavior among co-workers in the workplace. Based on the direct consensus composition model, we assume that the conceptualization and operationalization at the lower level is functionally isomorphic to another form of the construct at the higher level [54], i.e., helping climate is functionally similar to the individual construct collective helping behavior. Collective helping behavior and helping climate were measured with the following three items, to which participants responded by rating a 6-point Likert scale: ‘In my workplace we are willing to help co-workers solve work-related problems’, ‘In my workplace we communicate frequently and exchange information freely’, and ‘Peer support is common in my workplace’. This operationalization of helping is in line with prior research on work-related helping behavior in the workplace [13,55]. Cronbach’s alpha of collective helping behavior was 0.87.

As elaborated above, a helping climate is a work climate where employees facilitate each other in day-to-day operations, by providing efforts and resources to their co-workers [13,14]. A higher group score on the items presented above reflected a stronger helping climate. Cronbach’s alpha, at the group level, was 0.94, r wg was 0.86, and ICC1 and ICC2 were 0.06 and 0.80 (F (98, 5841) = 4.98, p ≤ 0.01), respectively. These results justify aggregating the individual scores to the workplace, meaning that we can assume that a higher group score reflects a stronger helping climate.

Workplace participation. In our context, workplace participation refers to the joint opportunity of co-workers working in the same hypermarket (workplace) to put forward suggestions for change and ideas for innovations [13]. Workplace participation (i.e., co-workers share similar higher or lower levels of individual-level participation) was measured using three items based on the employee participation scale of Delery and Doty [56]. These items reflect the degree to which employees were allowed to have input into the targets, business plan, and the future of their hypermarket. The items were ‘I participate in
deciding on the annual targets for my workplace’, ‘I participate in the definition, control and monitoring of the business plan on an annual basis’, and ‘I have the opportunity to participate in important decisions about the future of my workplace’. These items were measured on a 6-point Likert scale. The group-level internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha at the group-level) was 0.93 and rwg was 0.83. Similarly, ICC1 and ICC2 were 0.08 and 0.84, respectively (F (98, 5841) = 6.14; p ≤ 0.01). The same as with the helping climate, these results indicate that aggregation was appropriate, and that a higher group score indicates a greater extent of workplace participation.

Workplace satisfaction. Workplace satisfaction is defined as a workplace’s shared satisfaction, i.e., employees share similar levels of individual-level satisfaction. Satisfaction was first assessed at the individual level of analysis using the 3-item measure developed by Hart, Griffin, Wearing, and Cooper [57]. An example item is, ‘Overall, I am satisfied with my job’. The three items were each rated on a 6-point Likert scale, and had a group-level Cronbach’s alpha of 0.90, and an rwg index of 0.79. ICC1 was 0.06, and ICC2 was 0.79 (F (98, 5841) = 4.73, p ≤ 0.01), which justified aggregating the individual scores to the workplace to measure workplace worker satisfaction.

Share of co-owners. As noted above, the share of co-owners in each hypermarket was obtained from administrative data from each hypermarket at the time of the survey. This measure reflects the percentage of workers per hypermarket (out of all employees of that hypermarket) who participate financially in the organization, and whose voice is heard through a system of representatives (as opposed to employees whose employment is based on a regular contract). Values ranged from zero (no co-owners), to 100% (all co-owners).

Control variables. We controlled for workplace size (number of workers per workplace (hypermarket), based on the information in the company records. Furthermore, we controlled for average job grade within the workplace (ranging from 1 = lowest to 5 = highest job level within the hypermarket). The included these controls because these features may affect participation [58] and satisfaction [59]. Moreover, to rule out the possibility that workplace participation is a substitute for lack of leadership, we added teams’ perception of leadership, measured with the ‘Leadership Vision’ subscale of the transformational leadership scale of Rafferty and Griffin [60] as a control variable. An example item of the three-item subscale is, ‘Has a clear understanding of where he/she wants our workplace to be in 5 years’. The three items regarding leadership perception were each rated on 6-point Likert scale and had a group-level Cronbach’s alpha of 0.88 and an rwg index of 0.78. ICC1 was 0.05 and ICC2 was 0.77 (F (98, 5841) = 4.26, p ≤ 0.01), which justified aggregating the individual scores to the workplace.

2.3. Analyses

Hypothesis 2a was the only hypothesis that referred to individual-level (as opposed to group-level) outcomes, namely, the effect of share of co-owners in a workplace on non-co-owners’ perception of collective helping behavior. To test this hypothesis, we used ANOVAs to compare non-co-owners’ perception of collective helping behavior across work-places with co-ownership shares of (i) less than 50% (18 workplaces), (ii) between 50% and 80% (33 workplaces), and (iii) more than 80% (43 work-places). The other hypotheses were tested (on the group level) with regression analysis using the Hayes PROCESS method in SPSS [61]. This method has the advantage that it can provides tests of total and specific indirect effects, which suits the proposed model with a double mediation [62]. First, we examined the direct effects: of the share of co-owners in the workplace on workplace satisfaction (Hypothesis 1), and on helping climate (Hypothesis 2b); of helping climate on workplace participation (Hypothesis 3); and of workplace participation on workplace satisfaction (Hypothesis 4). Furthermore, to examine the mediating roles of helping climate and workplace participation in the indirect relationships between share of co-owners and workplace satisfaction (Hypothesis 5), we applied the procedure suggested by MacKinnon, Fairchild, and Fritz [63], using boot-strapping [64].
3. Results

Means, standard deviations and correlations among the variables are displayed in Table 1. Bivariate correlations show that the share of co-owners per hypermarket is not significant associated with workplace satisfaction ($r = 0.01, \text{n.s.}$). Workplace participation was found to be positively with workplace satisfaction ($r = 0.74, p < 0.01$). Table 1 also indicates that the share of co-owners per hypermarket is positively associated with workplace participation ($r = 0.21, p < 0.05$).

Table 1. Means, standard deviations and correlations between the study variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-owners (% per workplace)</td>
<td>68.11%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping climate $^a$</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34 **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace participation $^a$</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.63 **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace satisfaction $^a$</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.59 **</td>
<td>0.73 **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace size</td>
<td>99.76</td>
<td>53.63</td>
<td>0.29 **</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>−0.24 *</td>
<td>−0.32 **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average job grade</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>−0.24 *</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>−0.35 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team’s leadership perception</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>0.27 **</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.38 **</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* $p < 0.05$; ** $p < 0.01$; Min/max scores: helping climate (1–6); workplace participation (1–6); workplace satisfaction (1–6); workplace size (35–284); average job grade (1–5); team’s leadership perception (1–6). Note $^a$: At the individual level the correlations between satisfaction and helping and participation are, respectively, 0.40 ** and 0.42 **, and the correlation between helping and participation is 0.40 **.

ANOVARs ($F(5875,5) = 9.48, p \leq 0.01$) indicated that non-co-owners in hypermarkets with more than 80% co-owners perceived significantly more collective helping behavior compared with non-co-owners in hypermarkets with 50–80% co-owners ($\Delta M = 0.09, p \leq 0.01$) or in hypermarkets with less than 50% co-owners ($\Delta M = 0.27, p \leq 0.01$). Similarly, non-co-owners in hypermarkets with co-ownership shares of 50–80% perceived more collective helping behavior compared with non-co-owners in hypermarkets with less than 50% co-owners ($\Delta M = 0.18, p \leq 0.01$). This confirmed Hypothesis 2a.

Regression analyses in which workplace satisfaction was the dependent variable showed that the share of co-owners per hypermarket did not directly relate to workplace satisfaction (Table 2, Model 3, $B = −0.07, \text{s.e.} = 0.06, \text{n.s.}$), thereby refuting Hypothesis 1a. They further showed that, in accordance with Hypothesis 2b, a higher share of co-owners was associated with higher levels of perceived helping climate (Table 2, Model 1, $B = 0.50, \text{s.e.} = 0.11, p \leq 0.01$). In line with Hypothesis 3, a stronger perceived helping climate related to more workplace participation (Table 2, Model 2, $B = 0.63, \text{s.e.} = 0.09, p \leq 0.01$), which resulted in more workplace satisfaction (Table 2, Model 3, $B = 0.36, \text{s.e.} = 0.06, p \leq 0.01$). This implies that Hypothesis 4a is supported. Following procedures discussed by MacKinnon et al. [63] and in accordance with Hypothesis 5, we confirmed that helping climate and workplace participation mediated the association between the share of co-owners and workplace satisfaction. Table 2 shows that the bootstrap 95% confidence intervals (CI) around the unstandardized indirect effects of the model comprising share of co-owners–helping climate–workplace participation–workplace satisfaction did not include zero (Table 2, $B = 0.11, \text{s.e.} = 0.03$, bootstrap 95% CI, 0.06, 0.20), thus supporting the mediation effect. Figure 1 visualizes the findings of the sequential mediation model.
Table 2. Conditional direct and indirect effects of share of co-owners on workplace satisfaction, mediated by helping climate and workplace participation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>s.e.</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>R^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main effect on the mediator variable 1: helping climate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.24**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of co-owners</td>
<td>0.50**</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace size</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average job grade</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model 2: F(5,92) = 15.80 **
Main effect on the mediator variable 2: workplace participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>s.e.</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>R^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helping climate</td>
<td>0.63**</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of co-owners</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace size</td>
<td>−0.00**</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−2.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average job grade</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model 3: F(7,90) = 23.15 **
Main effect on the independent variable: workplace satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>s.e.</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>R^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helping climate</td>
<td>0.16**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace participation</td>
<td>0.36**</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of co-owners</td>
<td>−0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>−1.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of co-owners * participation</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace size</td>
<td>−0.04*</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−2.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average job grade</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>−1.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indirect effects:
Indirect effect of share of co-owners on satisfaction by helping climate and participation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor Variable</th>
<th>Boot indirect effect</th>
<th>Boot s.e.</th>
<th>LL 95% CI</th>
<th>UL 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-owners-helping-satisfaction</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-owners-helping-participation-satisfaction</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-owners-participation-satisfaction</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>−0.06</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 Note. n = 98, unstandardized regression coefficients are reported. Bootstrap sample size = 5000; LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit.

Figure 1. Sequential mediation model of share of co-owners, helping climate, workplace participation and workplace satisfaction. Note: ** = p < 0.01.
4. Discussion

During expansions and economic crises, worker cooperatives introduced new forms of employment relations such as waged and temporary employees, leading to critical questions whether cooperative values can bring positive attitudes and behavior to all employees, even in workplaces with fewer or no employee-owners [8]. The results indicate that positive attitudes and behaviors that are associated with cooperative values indeed decrease when the proportion of employee owners reduce and more waged and temporary employees are hired. The findings indicate an indirect effect of the proportion of employee owners on workplace satisfaction, which is mediated by helping climate and workplace participation. The paper is the first to take a group level view on processes explaining how employee ownership enhances satisfaction.

The sequential mediation suggest that in workplaces with more employee owners, cooperative values are reinforced in the daily interactions between employees. Ownership provides employees with a formal say and responsibility in management, which translates to psychological ownership needed to engage in supportive attitudes and behaviors [29], which in turn enhance satisfaction. These results show empirical evidence of the effect of group dynamic processes in co-operations, where employee co-ownership stimulates a workplace climate and behavior that spills over to non-owners.

The absence of a direct relationship between the share of co-owners and workplace satisfaction can be explained by the distal nature of a representative voice system [16]. Daily interactions with colleagues, management and customers in the workplace exert more influence on a worker’s wellbeing than the incidental occasions when they can formally express their voice by voting. In order for a representative voice system to increase satisfaction, workers have to perceive the actual practices that tie the co-ownership system of representatives to workplace participation and helping [65]. This happens in the current research as well.

Critics have warned for the risk of degeneration in employee owned and managed organizations [66]. This means that after the initial shared enthusiasm about employee involvement in the cooperative, economic challenges and organizational politics will lead the organization to behave similar to any capitalistic organization, with less moral commitment to the employees and a disappointed workforce as a result. Clearly, cooperatives struggle with keeping cooperative values alive [2]. The findings of the current research back the degeneration warning and underline the need for strategies to actively promote and manage cooperative values, and to preserve caring (business) relationships in cooperative workplaces [66,67]. However, there is some proof for positive contagion of cooperative values expressed in a helping climate in workplaces with a small number of waged and temporary employees. As the findings for Hypothesis 2a illustrate and in line with organization contagion theory [19], there is a spillover of perceived helping climate between co-owner employees and non-owners. This means that non-owners can experience cooperative values and care ethics, just by working alongside employee-owners. The findings also indicate that this effect quickly fades when the proportion of owners in a workplace diminishes.

The interplay of structural differences between employees and group processes is related to social identity processes (e.g., [38]) and addresses the question of the tipping point of positive emotional contagion. In the current paper, we clustered three levels of ownership proportions, ranging from less than half, to 50–80 percent, to more than 80 percent. Given the significant differences between these proportional levels, the question becomes pressing as to where the precise tipping point lies [19]. Future research could do a more fine-grained examination of the tipping point where the proportion of owners, waged and temporary employees turns disadvantageous in regards to perceptions of helping climate, participation and job satisfaction.
4.1. Limitations and Future Research

Although the research was carefully designed, several limitations should be taken into account. First, the research was conducted in a single chain of hypermarkets in a single country. Since the context in which employee ownership operates may substantially influence its effectiveness, the capacity to generalize our findings to other sectors or countries may be limited. Nevertheless, a number of studies, which use individual employee data, found in various contexts and countries support for the positive association between employee co-ownership and satisfaction. For example, a study in a media and communications firm in the USA found that perceived influence from employee co-ownership was positively related to job satisfaction [68]. Moreover, employee satisfaction increased when co-ownership was combined with employee participation in a study in four UK bus companies [9]. Second, the variety of employee participation structures, both in cooperatives and in traditional organizations, is larger than the participation types included in this research [4].

Third, it is not possible to establish causality with regard to the effects of helping and participation on satisfaction, as data for the latter three variables were collected at a single point in time. This implies that satisfaction might have influenced employees’ perceptions of helping climate and workplace participation, rather than the other way around. Though causal relationships between helping climate and workplace participation and between workplace participation and workplace satisfaction have been established in the literature [39], longitudinal research is needed to further investigate the possibility of reverse causation in the helping climate-workplace participation-satisfaction linkage. Further longitudinal research could also rule out the possibility that common method variance (CMV) played a role in our results. However, Spector [69] suggests that small to moderate inter-construct correlations—such as those presented in the findings (moderate individual-level correlations ranging from 0.40 to 0.42)—can counter the idea that CMV is a universal inflator of correlation.

4.2. Practical Implications

The results of this research suggest that cooperative workplaces have difficulty maintaining employee satisfaction when more waged and temporary employees work in a workplace. However, at small numbers of non-owners, the cooperative values of helping and participating can still be shared. The first practical implication is that cooperatives need to put limits to the number of waged and temporary employees. Moreover, waged and temporary employees need additional explanation of cooperative vision and their contribution, and a window of opportunity for their rights to become an owner. Revitalizing the vision and values of the cooperative is conditional for supportive attitudes and behaviors.

5. Conclusions

Co-operatives have gained renewed attention as an organizational form that places equal importance on societal impact as economic performance. A key contribution of the current study lies in the scale on which workplace proportions of co-ownership could be related to employee reports on helping climate, participation and satisfaction. The paper supports that purer forms of employee cooperatives are most successful in achieving their societal impact objectives in terms of employee satisfaction.
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